Abstract-We consider uplink transmission for a massive multiuser multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) system in which the base station (BS) is equipped with a mixed analog-todigital converter (ADC) architecture. In this architecture, a portion of the antennas at the BS is connected to low-power one-bit ADCs while the other is fed to power-hungry high-resolution ADCs. By taking into account the mixed-ADC architecture, we derive a closed-form expression for the sum spectral efficiency (SE) when maximum ratio combining (MRC) detection is employed at the BS. Then, we formulate an optimization problem to determine, for a given power budget at the BS, what is the optimal distribution of one-bit and high-resolution ADCs that maximizes the sum SE. Interestingly, it is shown that in most realistic scenarios, using only one-bit ADCs provides the best spectral efficiency for a given power budget constraint.
I. INTRODUCTION
M ASSIVE multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) has emerged as a promising technology for fifth-generation wireless networks [1] . While there are numerous advantages in exploiting a large number of antennas at the base station (BS), the corresponding hardware cost and power consumption make realizing massive MIMO systems a challenging task. Since power-hungry high-resolution analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) are one of the primary reasons for the high hardware cost and power consumption at the BS, substituting highresolution ADCs with low-resolution ones could be a viable solution to combat this problem. The uplink achievable rate for massive MIMO systems with low-resolution ADCs is analyzed in [2] using the so-called additive quantization noise model (AQNM) and the effectiveness of deploying a large number of antennas to compensate for the loss due to low-resolution ADCs is emphasized. Recently, the impact of using purely onebit ADCs on the spectral efficiency (SE) of massive MIMO systems has been studied in [3] - [6] . It is shown that the high spatial multiplexing gain owing to the use of a large number of antennas is still achievable with one-bit ADCs. However, at least 2.2-2.5 times as many antennas with one-bit ADCs are required to attain the same performance as in the high-resolution ADC case.
To provide a compromise between SE loss and power consumption, so-called mixed-ADC architectures have been proposed [7] - [10] . In a mixed-ADC BS, a portion of the antenna Radio Frequency (RF) chains are connected to high-resolution ADCs, while the remainders are connected to one-bit ADCs. Prior work has shown that mixed-ADC architectures can provide significant gains in SE with considerably reduced power consumption.
In [7] and [9] , the spectral and energy efficiency trade-off of the mixed-ADC massive MIMO uplink is investigated, for both cases involving perfect and estimated channel state information (CSI). Both [7] and [9] assumed a "round-robin" approach to obtain the estimated CSI, in which the high-resolution ADCs are connected sequentially to each antenna over several training intervals to estimate the channel. This significantly increases the training overhead and reduces the ultimate SE, but allows one to determine the "strongest" channels to select for the highresolution ADCs in the data transmission phase. In this letter, we take a different approach and assume that the high-resolution ADCs are connected to an arbitrary subset of the antennas to reduce the training overhead, and we maximize the SE subject to a fixed power budget. We show that for a maximum ratio combiner, the optimal architecture uses either all one-bit or all full-resolution ADCs, depending on the relative power consumed by each type of RF chain. We further show that for typical power consumption parameters, an all-one-bit system is likely the optimal approach in practice.
Notation: We use boldface letters to denote vectors and capitals to denote matrices. The symbols (.) * , (.) T , (.) H , and (.) represent conjugate, transpose, conjugate transpose, and optimal value, respectively. A circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian random vector with zero mean and covariance matrix R is denoted v ∼ CN (0, R). The symbol . represents the Euclidean norm. The operator vec(.) vectorizes a matrix and vec −1 (.) performs the reverse operation. The K × K identity matrix is denoted by I K , the Kronecker product by ⊗, and the expectation operator by E{.}.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We model the uplink of a single-cell multiuser MIMO system consisting of K single-antenna users and a BS equipped with M antennas. The M × 1 signal received at the BS from the K users is given by
where p represents the transmit power, H ∈ C M×K is the channel matrix whose elements are distributed independently and identically as CN (0, 1), the symbol vector is x ∼ CN (0, I K ), and the additive noise is n ∼ CN (0, σ
We consider a mixed-ADC architecture at the BS in which M 0 = μM antennas are connected to high-resolution ADCs while M 1 = (1 − μ) M antennas are fed to one-bit ADCs. Since M 0 and M 1 are integers, μ is restricted to certain rational values, but for the moment we ignore this constraint. As a result, by partitioning the channel matrix H, we can rewrite (1) as
where
contains the channel coefficients from the users to the M 0 (M 1 ) antennas connected to high-resolution (one-bit) ADCs. Therefore, the received signal at the BS after one-bit quantization is
where the element-wise one-bit quantization operation Q(·) replaces each input entry with the quantized value
(±1 ± j), depending on the sign of the real and imaginary parts. We can represent the nonlinear quantization using a statistically equivalent linear model based on the Bussgang decomposition as (see [4] for details)
where A is a linear gain and q denotes the statistically equivalent quantization noise which is uncorrelated with y 1 . As explained in [4] , the Bussgang approach provides a more accurate analysis than the AQNM in the case of one-bit quantization.
We assume a block-fading model where the channel remains constant in a coherence interval of length T symbols and changes independently between different intervals. At the beginning of each coherence interval, the users send their η-tuple mutually orthogonal pilot sequences (K ≤ η ≤ T ) to the BS for channel estimation. The remaining T − η symbols are dedicated to uplink data transmission.
A. Training Phase
The pilot sequences are stacked into an η × K matrix Φ, where the kth column of Φ, φ k , is the kth user's pilot sequence and Φ H Φ = I K . Therefore, the M × η received signal at the BS in the training phase is
Although it has been shown that η > K can improve performance in one-bit massive MIMO systems [4] , we assume η = K in the sequel for analytical simplification. To apply the Bussgang decomposition as in (4), we first vectorize (5) (4) we have
. Accordingly, the linear minimum mean squared error estimate of H for a mixed-ADC architecture is [4] , [5] 
This estimation leads to
where σ 2 0 and σ 2 1 are the variances of the independent zero mean elements ofĤ 0 andĤ 1 , respectively.
B. Data Transmission Phase
In the data transmission phase, using (3) and (4) the received signal after quantization is [4] 
tically equivalent quantization noise with covariance matrix C q d . For data detection, the BS employs the MRC detector W ∈ C M ×K assuming that the channel estimate is the true channel. Note that the quantization model considered in (4) does not preserve the power of the input of the quantizer since the output is forced to be ±1. Thus, we implement MRC as follows to offset this effect
Therefore, the resulting signal at the BS iŝ
Note that premultiplication by A −1 d only makes the quantization a power-preserving operation and does not alter the information of the quantizer output. Therefore, the kth element ofx iŝ
whereĥ k , h k , andĥ 1 k are the kth column ofĤ, H, andĤ 1 , respectively. The BS treatsĥ H k h k as the desired channel and the other terms of (13) as worst-case Gaussian noise when decoding the signal. Consequently, a lower bound for the ergodic achievable SE at the kth user is [11] 
where R (θ) (1 − η/T ) log 2 (1 + θ) and SQINR k is the effective signal-to-quantization-interference-and-noise ratio at the kth user given by (15) shown at the bottom of this page.
The following theorem presents an expression for the sum SE of a mixed-ADC architecture with MRC detection.
Theorem 1: The SE of the kth user in a mixed-ADC massive MIMO system with MRC detection is
Proof: The proof follows by calculating the expected values in (15) and using (9) , following the reasoning in [4] .
In the next section, we find the optimal values of M and μ by considering the power consumption at the BS to maximize the sum SE in (16). We will denote the fixed power consumed at the BS due to the local oscillator, baseband processors, etc, by P FIX and the power consumed by a single RF chain with high-resolution and one-bit ADCs by P 0 and P 1 , respectively. Hence, the total consumed power at the BS is
Since P 0 P 1 , a small value for μ means a larger number of antennas and hence an increase in the MIMO spatial multiplexing gain, but a loss of SE due to increased quantization noise. Increasing μ reduces the SE loss due to quantization, but also decreases the size of the antenna array. The problem of finding the optimal value of μ that maximizes the SE for a given total power constraint P is addressed next.
III. OPTIMAL MIXED-ADC DESIGN
In this section, we determine what fraction of highresolution/one-bit ADCs should be installed at the BS to maximize the sum SE, S = K k =1 S k , subject to a given power budget P. The optimization problem is expressed as P :
The following theorem provides the optimal solution for μ, assuming μ can take on any value in the interval [0, 1]. Once μ is obtained, M 0 and M 1 are taken to be the integers closest to μ M and (1 − μ )M that result in P tot ≤ P. . Then, the maximum SE is achieved by
Proof: Denote the argument of R in (16) as γ(μ). Since R(γ) is a continuous and strictly increasing function of γ, the first inequality constraint becomes equality, and the optimization problem is equivalent to
The proof is carried out by analyzing the behavior of the first derivative of
The first derivative ofγ can be written as
where β is a positive constant in 0
, we have a < 0, b > 0, and a + b < 0. Thus, f is a line with negative slope and a root at μ > 1, which amounts to dγ dμ > 0 and hence
, we have a ≤ 0, b > 0, and a + b > 0. As a result, f has a positive slope and a root at μ < 0. Then, dγ dμ > 0, i.e., μ = 1.
, a > 0 and b > 0. Consequently, f has a positive slope with a root at 0 < μ < 1 which means either μ = 0 or μ = 1 in this interval. Theorem 2 states that, for a given power budget, the optimal approach is to deploy the BS with either purely high-resolution or one-bit ADCs. The proof implies that when ρ = ρ th , the performance of a system with M 0 antennas connected to highresolution ADCs is the same as that of with M 1 = ρ th M 0 antennas connected to one-bit ADCs. This is consistent with the results of [4] , [5] , where it was shown that for an MRC receiver, the SE loss due to one-bit quantization can be offset by deploying π 2 /4 more antennas at the BS. The question of whether to use all one-bit or all highresolution ADCs boils down to whether or not the cost of a high-resolution RF chain is more than ρ th = π 2 /4 2.5 times that of an one-bit RF chain. In the next section, we show that this will likely be the case in realistic scenarios, and thus a BS equipped with only one-bit ADCs is the most cost-effective solution.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To find a typical value for ρ, we use as an example the RF power consumption model considered in [9] P BS = P LO + P BB + M (P LNA + P H + 2P M )
where P LO , P BB , P LNA , P H , P M , P AGC , P H ADC , and P L ADC denote power consumption of the local oscillator, baseband processing, low noise amplifier, π/2 hybrid and local oscillator buffer, mixer, adaptive gain controller, high-resolution ADCs, and one-bit ADCs, respectively. To employ the result of Theorem 2, we can rewrite (23) in the following form
As a result,
where we have used the following power consumption values from [9] , [12] : P LO = 22. be pessimistic for the one-bit case, since one-bit quantization can simplify the low noise amplifier (LNA) and subsequent baseband processing. Thus, we observe that using only one-bit ADCs likely provides the highest SE for a given power budget assuming MRC processing. It is worthwhile to note that this conclusion may change for different power consumption models. However, every model can be written in the form of (17) and, hence, our result in Theorem 2 is general and can be evaluated based on different models for power consumption. In addition, this conclusion may change for different approaches such as using a zero-forcing receiver or antenna selection for the high-resolution ADCs, as these approaches tend to better exploit such ADCs, albeit with higher cost, complexity, and training overhead. Fig. 1 shows the sum SE with respect to SNR p/σ 2 n for various values of μ under the power constraint P BS − P LO − P BB = 200P 1 , and assuming η = K = 10 and T = 200. As expected, the sum SE is maximized when the BS is equipped with a large number of antennas connected to one-bit quantizers. Note that the simulated rates (symbols) match the theoretical expression in (16) (lines) quite accurately.
V. CONCLUSION
We have studied the spectral efficiency of the mixed-ADC massive MIMO uplink under energy constraint and assuming MRC processing. We derived a closed form expression for the SE assuming the channel is estimated using both high-resolution and one-bit ADCs, without using the training-intensive roundrobin approach. We then maximized the SE under a constraint on the power budget, and showed that in fact the mixed-ADC approach is not optimal. Typical power consumption models indicate that a system with all one-bit ADCs provides the highest SE for a given uplink power budget.
